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Abstract 
Pressure Driven filling is an alternative method to control the filling phase of the injection moulding process. The application 
boundaries of this method are not well-defined yet, even though the process promises several advantages, including enhanced part 
quality and improved processing conditions. In this study, the Pressure Driven approach was applied with the aim to mould a 
microfluidic device that embeds an array of 95 micropillars. A set of process conditions was identified through the well-known 
Scientific Moulding method that serves as a comparison for the evaluation of the potential applicability of the Pressure Driven 
method. The analysis focuses on the micro replication assessment in terms of pillars average height, as well as part dimensions and 
relative shrinkage. With the help of in-cavity sensors, it has been possible to demonstrate that the Pressure Driven method can 
provide an optimal process parameter setting. More importantly, the replication of micropillars suffers the least from air trapping 
and uneven replication when applying the Pressure Driven method. 
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1. Introduction 

In precision injection moulding, flow rate and injection velocity 
are controlled using the Scientific Moulding method with the 
aim of maximizing shear rate and minimize viscosity. 
Consequently, the screw injection speed is selected in a way that 
the polymer melt overcomes the initial macromolecular 
entanglements and reduces the viscosity of the melt. A so-called 
‘Apparent Viscosity’ experiment can be performed to identify 
the injection speed threshold after which pressure is less 
dependent on injection speed for a given cavity and injection 
set-up [1]. 

The Scientific Moulding method is based on the assumption 
that the best filling occurs when melt has minimum viscosity. 
The assumption holds as long as cavity geometry is simple, which 
referrers to a unidirectional flow in a constant cavity thickness. 
Instead, for complex 3D geometries, with cavity sections having 
different thicknesses, several studies showed that the best part 
quality is achieved when maintaining a melt front velocity 
constant, rather than a flow rate constant [2-3]. To achieve this 
condition, the control of the injection speed needs to be 
modulated during the filling time using different profiling 
methods, which can be for example based on graph theory [4], 
neural networks [5], and simulation [6]. A homogenous shear 
stress development within the part length is the result of this 
approach, producing uniform volumetric shrinkage and 
reduction of warpage within the moulded specimens. 

Another challenge of the Scientific Molding Method is that two 
very well known phenomena can happen if the selected nominal 
injection speed is too high: (1) hesitation flow [7] and (2) 
material degradation due to shear thinning. Nonetheless, the 
reason why speed is kept constant during the injection is 
generally a choice of convenience, both from a screw 
displacement control point of view and from a process 
optimization time perspective. 

Pressure-based filling is an alternative method to stabilize the 
melt front velocity. One example is the series of patents from 
company iMFlux® Inc., Hamilton, USA (OH) [8-9], which claims 
the rights for using a method based on low constant injection 
pressure enabling faster cycle time and better molded parts 
quality. Another pressure-driven method is mentioned by 
Gómez in [10], where the procedure in order to modulate 
injection speed to achieve the so-called ‘Natural-Pressure 
During Filling’ is proposed. The condition of natural filling, also 
deifined as stable filling in [11], describes a situation in which a 
dynamic equilibrium between the required energy for the flow 
to advance is met by the injection pressure, resulting in a stable 
melt front velocity and pressure. Moulding at constant pressure 
compensates for geometrical variations of the melt flow area, 
resulting in a constant stress distribution within the parts. 

In this study, a Pressure Driven filling approach refers to a 
pressure-based filling process that is implemented for the 
production of a microfluidic device, a particularly demanding 
moulded part characterized by a complex geometry, a micro 
structured functrional surface and specified tolerances in the 10 
µm range. The Pressure Driven method is compared to the 
Scientific Molding for what concerns the replication fidelity of 
micropillars embedded in the part surface geometry and global 
shrinkage performance. Additional data brought by in-cavity 
sensors allow for a quantitative process comparison of the 
processes based on cavity pressure and temperature 
measurements. 

2. Materials  

The material used for this experimentation is a commercially 
available Cyclo Olefin Copolymer (COC). The resin is 
manufactured by the company TOPAS® Advanced Polymers 
GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany, and has trade name 5013L-10 
batch 0000123416. The resin is amorphous, is characterized by 
high clarity (91.4 % light transmission according to ISO 13468-2), 
and has a low water absorption (0.01 % at 23°C-sat evaluated 
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with ISO 62) which makes the polymer chemically stable and 
particularly suitable for precision, optical and medical 
applications. The melt properties at processing conditions in 
terms of viscosity and pressure, specific volume and 
Temperature (pvT) are reported in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
Multiple cases of Lab-On-Chip applications are examples of 
successful usage of COC for micro replication. Before the 
injection molding experiments, the batch was dried for 6 hours 
at 100 °C. 

 

 
Figure 1. Shear viscosity as function of shear rate of Cyclo Olefin 
Copolymer (COC) 5013L-10 by TOPAS® Advanced Polymers GmbH. 

 

 
Figure 2. Pressure, specific volume, temperature (pvT) characteristics of 
Cyclo Olefin Copolymer (COC) 5013L-10 by TOPAS® Advanced Polymers 
GmbH.   

3. Micro fluidic device component 

The sample under analysis is a component of a microfluidic 
system assembly. The design of the component is the result of 
previous research work carried out at the Department of 
Mechanical Engineering of the Technical University of Denmark 
[12]. The full shot without sprue is shown in Figure 3 (a). The part 
was moulded in two equal cavities with structures on both sides. 

The sample is a square of 20 mm × 20 mm with a thickness of 
2 mm. In Figure 3 (b) the component’s micro structured surface 
with 95 micropillars is visible. The design of the pillars aims at 
600 µm nominal height and 250 µm base diameter with a draft 
angle of 8° to achieve a top nominal radius of 200 µm.  

4. Injection moulding equipment 

The parts were produced using a hybrid Injection Molding 
machine Allrounder® 370A from Arburg GmbH, Lossburg, 
Germany. The machine can provide a clamping force of 600 kN, 
a maximum injection pressure of 250 MPa and injection speed 
of 300 mm/s. The machine is equipped with a reciprocating 
screw having a diameter of 18 mm and a length to diameter ratio 
of 24.5. 

The mould for this part was designed and upgraded with cavity 
pressure and temperature sensors during another research 
project at the Department of Mechanical Engineering at The 
Technical University of Denmark [13]. Four sensors are located 

in each cavity. The mold halves and the location of the sensors 
are shown in Figure 4. In the upper cavity, the sensors are four 
thermocouples type N from Priamus System Technologies Llc., 
Schaffhausen Switzerland, under trade name 4008BC number 
4530A. The nominal response time of these sensors is 4 ms. In 
the lower cavity, four pressure sensors manufactured by the 
same company and available under the reference 6006BC 
number 6531A are installed. The nominal sensitivity of the 
sensors is -2 pC bar. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Full 2-cavity part including runners and gates (a); detailed view 
of the micro fluidic device (b). 

 

 
Figure 4. Mould halves and sensor locations. 

5. Injection moulding conditions 

The injection velocity is adjusted according to the Scientific 
Method and Pressure Driven approaches. For the Scientific 
Molding, the interpretation of the ‘Apparent Viscosity’ test 
(Figure 5) brings to the selection of an injection speed of 208 
mm/s. For this velocity, the transfer position to pass into the 
holding phase is set to 15.3 mm. In the Pressure Driven method, 
a quadratic decreasing velocity profiling is put in place. The 
reason why a quadratic profile is chosen can be drawn from the 
relation between pressure and velocity in the cylinder actuating 
the injection screw. At equilibrium, the energy balance on the 
hydraulic actuator can be written assuming ideal Newtonian 
behavior of the medium and by neglecting losses. The relation is 
reported in Equation 1, where P is the pressure, ρ is the density 
of the medium v2 is the second-order power of the velocity. 

 
(1) 

From a ‘Pressure Test’ this can also be validated. In this case, 
similarly to the ‘Apparent Viscosity’ test, different shots with a 
constant screw travel displacement (16.4 mm in this case, i.e. 
from 30.0 mm to 13.6 mm) are performed at nominally different 
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injection pressure. The resulting injection time is recorded and 
the corresponding plot is shown in Figure 6. From this point, it is 
also possible to derive the injection speed, by dividing the 
injection travel stroke with the sampled injection times. Being 
the stroke fixed and the sampled times quadratic with pressure, 
also the relation between injection speed and injection pressure 
is quadratic. From the ‘Pressure Test’ an ideal injection time of 
0.2 s is selected. In this way, for a given duration and stroke, 
pressure is minimized. An average injection speed of 82 mm/s is 
the result of the ratio between the screw stroke and the chosen 
injection time. 

To resemble a constant pressure at the screw during filling, the 
screw speed is profiled along five intervals. The result is shown 
in Figure 7, where the comparison among the Pressure Driven 
and the Scientific Molding methods for injection speed selection 
is shown as function of the ram position. 

Additional injection conditions are summarized in Table 1, 
while the resulting pressure and temperature distribution in the 
cavity are displayed in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively. 

 
Figure 5. Apparent viscosity test for the determination of the optimal 
injection speed. 
 

 
Figure 6. Pressure test for the determination of the optimal injection 
time. 

 
Figure 7. Nominal injection ram speed according to Scientific and 
Pressure Driven method. 

Table 1 Injection moulding parameter comparison for the Scientific 
Molding and Pressure Driven methods. 
 

Process parameters Scientific moulding  
method 

Pressure driven 
method 

Mould temperature 70 °C 70 °C 

Barrel temperature 275 °C 260 °C 

Holding pressure 16 MPa 16 MPa 

Clamping force 100 kN 100 kN 

Injection time 0.09 s 0.20 s 

Holding time 1.5 s 4.0 s 

Cooling time 10.5 s 8.3 s 

 

 
Figure 8. Cavity pressure distribution averaged among 20 repeated 
cycles measured at two sensor locations. 
 

 
Figure 9. Cavity temperature distribution averaged among 20 repeated 
cycles measured at two sensor locations. 

6. Parts quality measurements 

For the evaluation of the replication fidelity at the micro scale, 
three locations are selected, where micropillars are aligned 
along the flow direction at different distances from the gate. The 
height is measured using a Laser Scanning Confocal microscope, 
from the company Olympus, Tokyo, Japan, model Lext OLS 4100 
using a 20x magnification lens. The resulting topographies are 
analyzed using an image processing software, SPIP, from the 
company Image Metrology, Hørsholm, Denmark. The analysis 
includes a global leveling on the bottom plane, and the 
measurements of the height from the same plane using the 
histogram distribution of the peaks, which provides the pillar 
average height. The height values and the respective locations 
are shown in Figure 10. Additional parts quality aspects such as 
global dimensions and shrinkage are reported in Figure 11. 
Those were performed using an optical coordinate measuring 
machine model DeMeet® 220 by Schut Geometrical Metrology, 
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Groningen, The Netherlands, having a maximum permissible 
error (MPE) on the X-Y plan of 4 µm + L/150 µm (with L expressed 
in mm). 

7. Discussion 

Starting from the analysis of the replication of micro features, 
the Pressure Driven method allows a more uniform replication 
of the pillarsalong the cavity, with significant increment for the 
initial one (Figure 10). 

In the position closest to the gate the replication, in this case, 
is just above 52 % average for Scientific Molding case, suggesting 
that the flow is unable to fill completekly the mould micro 
features.  

 

 
Figure 10. Micro pillar replication as a function of location. Estimated 

expanded uncertainty of height measurements U = ± 3 µm (k= 2, 
confidence level 95%). 

 
This phenomenon can be explained by looking at the sensors' 

data (see Figure 8) where it can be seen that the Pressure Driven 
method develops in two clear filling instances. A so-called 
volumetric filling, starting at 0.13 s and ending at 0.18 s. This 
instance describes the moment where pressure slowly rises as 
the melt is flowing in the cavity. Once the cavity is filled, pressure 
rises and homogenizes at both sensors during the last part of 
filling and holding phase. This is verified by the temperature 
sensors (see Figure 9), as they show that the melt reaches the 
first sensor at 0.13 s and the second one at 0.18 s. 

In the Scientific Molding method, for the case in analysis, there 
is no significant development of pressure in a volumetric filling 
phase, as pressure rises too late in comparison to the 
temperature sensor detector (0.09 s detected, 0.14 s pressure 
ramping). Moreover, pressure cannot stabilize during holding, 
and counterintuitively a lower pressure is measured closer to 
the gate than at the end. This indicates that the melt front is 
pushed back during the whole filling phase in proximity to the 
pillars closer to the gate. It is suspected that a repulsion force is 
generated by trapped air. The combined expansion due to the 
rising temperature as well as the fast-approaching melt, 
produces a local air stagnation in the pillar end, generating a 
force that pushes the melt back from the end of the pillars and 
reduced pressure locally. 

The difference in pressure should explain why the shrinkage 
on the transversal direction of the scientific part is smaller than 
the one on the gate end side as shown in Figure 11. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 11. Part length and in-plane shrinkage. Estimated expanded 
uncertainty of length measurements U = ± 5 µm (k= 2, confidence level 
95%).  

8. Conclusion 

In this work, a practical implementation of a Pressure Driven 
based injection molding is proposed for the replication of a 
microstructured part. The nominal injection screw speed 
profiling is used for the achievement of a stable filling condition 
in comparison to Scientific Molding conditions. The results prove 
that a Pressure Driven based injection has higher performance 
in replicating the micro features, especially in terms of 
replication homogeneity along the flow direction. Moreover, an 
even shrinkage is achieved on the part as in cavity pressure is 
constant during filling. 
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